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a broad, deep and lasting impact
In the Bulawayo Siinddy News of 18 June 1995. a jdunialist wrote:

"'After the initial excitement surrounding the opening of the New

Gallery in Bulawayo at Douslin House, one had the feeling that the

whole place was slowly falling asleep ... lethargy reigns ... Against

this background has been the recent appointment of Stephen

Williams as Acting Director of the Gallery." By 29 October 1995.

the same journalist was able to report; ""The art gallery is now a very

busy place ... monthly attendance figures have jumped from just over

1000 to 7000.""

This was a remarkable achievement anywhere but particularly in a

small, relatively conservative city. The National Gallery in

Bulawayo (NGB) had. in four months, become a centre of cultural

activity. Brightly coloured flags were designed and hung from the

balcony proclaiming to passersby the presence of the National

Gallery. Innovative exhibitions were initiated including a display of

cartoons and Flight Lieutenant Barnabus Sibanda's Ziincopter and

Zim Mirage which were set up in the gallery courtyard. Exchange

workshops with neighbouring countries and one person shows by

young Bulaw ayo artists were held. Large detachments of school

children, art teachers and teacher trainees regularly visited the

changing exhibitions. Slide talks and lectures occurred. Videos

could be seen. Visiting artists from outside the country were invited

to put up installations. Jazz bands, classical ensembles and rock

groups preformed in the courtyard. Poetry readings were given and

a drama consultancy began to operate from one of the studios. The

library was revamped and promoted to the public, art students and art

teachers at nearby schools and educational institutions. Weekly

advertisements began to appear in the Bulawayo media informing

the public about exhibitions, events, new books, activities. The NGB
Newsletter was redesigned and the content improved to make it

interesting and provoking reading. An enthusiastic group of

volunteers came in to do promotional work such as fundraising

leaving the staff to carry out their duties. Correspondence was

initiated with regional and overseas art institutions. Support was

obtained from embassies, leaders in business and political circles.

The shop was reorganised and began to include Zimbabwean

literature. All of these activities were carried out with a streamlined

and now highly motivated team of staff. Glitches in administration

and finance were sorted out. Coirtputers were obtained with funds

raised by the Friends of the Galleiy. and put to good use. Catalogues

for exhibitions took on a professional appearance. Artists from

Bambazonke Harare were beginning to talk of going down to

Bulawayo to exhibit. There was an influx of people involved in all

branches of the arts. The NGB had become a place of geniality,

interest, excitement and action; a focus for culture in both Zimbabwe

and the region.

A notice in the NGB Newsletter of March 1996 announced that "Mr

2 Stephen Williams has been appointed Regional Director with effect

from I February 1996. Mr Williams has been acting in the position

since May 1995." The arts community of Zimbabwe breathed a sigh

of relief. At la.st Stephen had come home, had found his place, won

his official appointment and could really begin to use his many

abilities. It had been a long journey, one which has now been robbed

of its fulfilment.

Visiting Stephen's home one is made aware of his involvement with

art. In the flat Matabeleland garden stand sculptures, his own and

others, collected over time. In the house, the walls are covered with

paintings, including the last large canvas he completed. Dreams of

Mlialalsue. divided vertically into dark and dull textured gold, the

junction crossed with thorns, and incorporating seed pods and metal

fragments. In the garage, his "studio", slashes of paint, reds, browns,

orange, yellow, gold, straight on one side, random on the other, line

upon line, month upon month of residue, cover a twenty foot long

wooden "easel" on one wall. On the floor more colour, on the end

wall a ground and gleaming sculpture made from a flattened petrol

drum top; the motorbike. In the shed at the back, canvases stacked

against the wall and in the drawers of a paper chest, more evidence



(right) Stephen Williams, 1990

(Photo courtesy the Botswana
National Museum and Art Gallery)

(below) Stephen Williams, Dreams
of Mhalatswe, ^994-96, 183 x118cm,
acrylic on canvas with mixed media

(opposite) Stephen Williams,

(title unknown), 1978, etching

Stephen
Williams

Stephen Williams, Regional

Director of the National

Gallery in Bulawayo, artist,

teacher, writer, promoter,

catalyst, administrator

and friend, has died,

aged 47, as the result

of injuries sustained

in a motorcycle

accident. Our
loss is

incalculable.

Ga/Zery will, in

a future issue,

^-«-. publish an
appreciation of

Stephen's

contribution to

Zimbabwean
art through his

painting and
sculpture. This

article brings

together the

memories of a

few of Stephen's

friends and col-

M ,->jKr leagues in tribute

of Stephen's commitment. The earliest works are pencil, conte or

charcoal sketches of people and environments, student studies of

nudes, watercolour landscapes. In another drawer, silkscreen prints

from the time of the liberation struggle. Two simple self portraits.

one alone, one with his children. The rest of the drawers spill over

with landscapes, in watercolour. oil and acrylic — great swathes of

sky, open stretches of dry grass veld, earth and the distant horizon; in

many, the identifying gestural strokes, free, generous and alive with

energy.

Stephen was an artist in love with the African landscape. He grew

up in the flat open places of Matabeleland where earth is barely

divided from the wide skies by a faint and distant smudge,

sometimes a barely discernible difference of colour; the ground

marked by scratchy brush and scrub bush, dry branches, thorns, seed

pods, bones, dirt paths and roads, and scattered scraps of metal, the

leavings of human, animal and plant existence. The colours of the

hot African bush filled his eyes and heart.

Stephen had come to this country in 1956 at the age of eight. He

emigrated with his parents from Barry. South Wales, to Bulawayo.

Southern Rhodesia, where his father had been a flight instructor with

the RAF during World War 2. He completed his schooling in

Bulawayo and began studies for CIS. But this early choice of career

was disrupted by political developments in the country. In 1969.

rather than serve call-up in the Rhodesian army, fighting for a

government whose policies he detested. Stephen left for Britain. He
got factory work, travelled to the USA, and completed two terms

study at the West of England Academy of Art in Bristol. Returning

to Bulawayo in 1971. he held his first one person exhibition at

Naake's Gallery and became a close friend of Marshall Baron,

abstract expressionist, musician, lawyer and political activist. It was

a relationship which had a lasting influence on his life. In 1972 he

travelled to Malawi and Mozambique, completed his CIS and went

to Botswana to work for a firm of chartered accountants. While

developing his management, administrative and financial abilities, he

continued to paint, having a solo exhibition at the National Gallery

of Botswana in 1973.

The pull of the wild places of Botswana and his love of landscape

led to a year spent collecting insects, working briefly for tsetse

control and painting watercolour landscapes in the Okavango.

During this time he realised that if art was to be the passion in his

life he should do a degree in fine art and he enrolled at Natal

University. Then, not having completed his degree, he spent a year

working as a station foreman in Serule. Botswana, painted his

"Tyrannicide series" and broke his arm in a motorcycle accident. In

1978, he went to Michaelis School of Art in Cape Town to complete

his degree, also travelling to the Transkei and Lesotho.

Stephen's restless search and energy during these years formed a

basis for his future. With his love of discussion and his gentle, easy-

going nature, he made friends everywhere he went, absorbing ideas

and influences from the many cultures he came across, reducing

barriers and tensions, creating understanding. His art became

strongly political. In the conservative context of Bulawayo in the

late 70s, at the height of the bloody and vicious racial war, art was

one way in which disagreement with government policy could be

expressed. A series of large square canvases appeared, one a vibrant

red square cut with a giant X within a solid black border expressing

much of Stephen's abhorrence of the divisive and destructive war.

Another work, an etching from 1978, at the time of the election of

the interim government, another ploy by the whites to retain power

through a puppet coalition government, reveals his attitude.

On independence in 1980, Stephen returned to Zimbabwe and

immediately set about contributing actively to the community both in

political and cultural ways. He took up a post as lecturer in painting,

drawing, graphics and history of art at the Bulawayo Technical

College, was one of the judges for the 1 3th Annual Schools'

Exhibition, executed a mural for the Ministry of Manpower and

continued his own painting. In 1981. he exhibited work in Maputo





His participation in the co-operative movement gave him access in

conditions of trust and comradeship to the ex-combatant community

and enabled Stephen to introduce art to many people who had

previously believed art plays no part in politics or indeed in everyday

life. Stephen encouraged us all to see art not only as a reflection of

the world, but also as a means of influencing ideas and changing

how people saw the world. And so in those days it was not unusual

to see former guerillas at exhibitions in the company of Stephen,

arguing and discussing a painting or a sculpture.

In return, these former guerillas gave Stephen their dreams,

memories and experiences from which he was able to fashion new

images and interpretations. His silkscreen series Veteron

Nalioiwlisis undoubtedly owes something to one of those nights

when we reminisced around the fire, whilst Lenin and Rebecca and

Bourgeois and Proletarians surely emerged from the bubbling pot of

our feverish Marxism and attempts to implement socialist policies in

the co-operative movement.

It was during this crazy tumultuous time that Stephen and I spent a

great deal of time together Often Stephen would paint while I wrote

and talked with him. Occasionally we had to do something fairly

hair-raising and 1 quickly learned that Stephen was the sort of person

you could trust in a tight spot; always reliable and always calm.

We often went with comrades to listen to music, watch a play or

football. Stephen was popular with everyone and was welcome

wherever he went. His special friends though were two young

artists, Thabisa Masuku and Doolan Dube, both sadly now dead.

Stephen was their mentor, and as so many other artist know, Stephen

was a man you could always talk to about your struggles with your

work. So Stephen became part of our family, a family not unlike the

family of artists. (Like artists we also knew what it was like to be

swept down a raging stream, needing a trusted hand to hold onto.)

And now our trusted rear base, our comrade and companion is gone.

We are left with memories and paintings which are not enough, but

for which we are very thankful."

In 1984, Stephen was appointed manager of Mzilikazi Art and Craft

Centre in Bulawayo which gave him further opportunity to unite his

passionate commitment to art and socialist politics. Under Stephen's

able direction Mzilikazi became an important fine art training facility

for the region, educating some of Zimbabwe's well-known artists.

Always looking to reach beyond limitations, Stephen instigated

evening classes to provide opportunities for those in full-time

employment and at one time approximately 200 children from

schools that did not offer art as part of their curricula received

instruction in drawing and painting at Mzilikazi. His time in the co-

operative movement and at the university studying sociology had

developed and broadened his vision and he began to write papers and

articles which should become the underlying policy documents of art

and culture in Zimbabwe. In an article for Insight. Stephen wrote:

"The Mzilikazi Centre [has] played an important role in engendering

alternative forms of cultural expression, and, in a small way, helped

to bring about change ... From its inception it has had the primary

objective of offering skills training to school-leavers thereby

equipping them with the means to support themselves once they have

completed their courses. Additionally it offers employment to the

disadvantaged members of society in the pottery production unit.

This aspect of service to the community has combined with the

stated cultural objectives to provide a unique setting for artistic

production with a clear social perspective, rather than the pursuit of

art for its own sake.

Students were encouraged to paint what was happening around them,

to comment on and record the reality of their daily lives ... it [had]

the effect— as art is always capable of doing— of raising the

consciousness of both the artist and the onlooker by stressing

particular views of society.

... the Mzilikazi Art and Craft Centre was envisaged as a community

centre, intended to encourage the growth and development of

cultural activities and the discovery and promotion of artistic talent

amongst the working-class peoples of Bulawayo's western areas.

This ideal has been consistently adhered to, even under the most

difficult conditions and it is hoped that in the future the Centre will

be able to increase this contribution to the community."

Stephen managed Mzilikazi from 1984 to 1989, teaching and

encouraging the artists, and also making sure that their work got

recognition beyond Bulawayo by bringing it to Harare for exhibition.

During this fime he was appointed to the Bulawayo Arts Council and

the Cominittee of the Bulawayo Art Gallery. He was a judge for the

1984 Zimbabwe Annual Exhibition, attended the Issues for the Next

Generation conference in Toronto, visited Paul Goodwin in Milan,

organised a public sculpture exhibition in Bulawayo which caused

more stir than anyone would have thought possible, and had

exhibitions of his own work, painting, sculpture and ceramics, which

continued to reflect his experiences and his love of the open

landscapes of Africa. 1986 saw his work selected for an award of

merit in the Zimbabwe Annual, included in the Zimbabwean

exhibition to the USSR, GDR and Bulgaria and exhibited in a two-

person show at Gallery Delta. Derek Huggins writes:

"Stephen was a man of many roles all rolled into one. We at Gallery

Delta first met him in the early 80s and watched his career with

interest. Most of his paimings related to the landscape which he

loved. 1 recall a series of paintings of Matabeleland which tended to

abstraction — executed about the mid 80s — which glowed in their

intensity of light and colour. Later he painted abstract hard-edged

paintings with prominent zig-zag lightning-like markings. There

was his love of Botswana and the San people whom he visited. This

took him back to abstracting from the landscape and his exhibition

entitled The Botswana Landscape and Other Non-Figurative

Paintings at Gallery Delta in 1992. It was a good show in which big.

broad, expansive and abstracted landscapes with markings like bones

in the sand were prominent. Later in 1994, there was the show

entitled Time and Space in which his work explored surface and

texture, predominantly in gold and silver paint, and the effect of the

light playing over their surfaces. This he was developing in work

which has yet to be shown.



Stephen Williams, (title unknown), 1987, 15 x 21cm, acrylic on paper

I last saw Stephen in Bulawayo a tew weeks ago; as always, the

clean-cut. virile, good-looking Stephen with the trimmed beard and

lithe strong physique. I remarked to myself that he was glowing. He

was assured and confident, busy but all under control. The Gallery

was looking perfect; his desk neat and tidy and all his information

slowed on the computer. He was warm and welcoming and genial.

He had everything within his grasp. He was happy. We had liaised

and worked together to put in a show for the young New Directions

painters and sculptors from Bulawayo and Harare. After the opening

we had dinner together at his home — Stephen and Neo, Rashid.

Veryan. Hilary and myself He was excited about the prospect of

future liaison and we talked about putting in a similar show next year

at Bulawayo and then taking it through in our cars to Gabarone and

then an adventure in the desert. He talked a little of him.self and his

plans for the Gallery. Stephen had a good mind and clear thoughts,

and he had the practical experience to go with it. He had a good

.sense of his own purpose, of his role as artist, director, promoter. He

realised that he had to encourage, to nurture, to support and promote

the young artists of Bulawayo. We were looking to him to break us

into the region, as much as him bringing the region into Bulawayo.

Already in a short time he had turned the Gallery around —
promoting music and theatre and lectures and attracting artists from

the region and from overseas. He was talking about three years to

break out the young artists of Bulawayo and I warned him that it

might take five to seven years. He was unsure if he had the lime ...

he had to travel to Sweden, there was the art critics' conference in

London, there was an offer from an American university to do his

PhD. But he was intent to stay at Bulawayo and inanage all. He had

the good of the majority at heart and would fit himself around it as

best he could. Stephen was a leader and a catalyst; he was an ally;

he was doing good things, great things and we were with him.

watching with interest and admiration and respect, and wanting and

expecting him to go further. Stephen saw his role and he was

matching it and excelling in it. There is so much still to do ... but we

have his example."

In 19S7. Stephen was founding chairperson of the Visual Artists"

Association of Bulawayo { VAAB) a body which he continued to

contribute to and encourage. He won a prize for sculpture in the

Weldart Exhibition of 1987 and then, having been awarded a

scholarship by the British Council, he left to study for an MA in Art

and Design Education at Leicester Polytechnic (now De Montfort

University). His thesis was entitled Perspectives on Art and Design

Education in Zimbabwe.

So by I9SS Stephen had a unique combination of qualifications:

CIS, BAtFine Art), BSc (Sp. Hons. Sociology) and MA (Art and

Design Education) as well as wide practical experience in many

fields and, above all, a passionate commitment to art. He would

have been the correct choice for the post of Director of the National

Gallery, however political powers decided otherwise and Stephen left

for Botswana where he became Senior Curator of Art with the

National Museum and Art Gallery in Gaborone. The workshop

movement was gaining momentum in southern African countries and

Stephen, who fully supported the concept of .such hands-on

experience and interchange of ideas, became founding deputy

chairperson of the Thapong International Artists" Workshop Trust

and attended the first Thapong Workshop \n Kanye.

His knowledge, personality and work gained him a strong reputation,

and m 1990 he was appointed Acting Director of the Botswana

National Museum and Art Gallery, a position which he held until

1992. In an article in Tlw /.chni's Voice, the newsletter of the

Botswana Museum and Art Gallery, Stephen wrote:

"Throughout Africa the study of national art has never been afforded

the prominence it deserves. Isolated aspects of African art have been

well documented but. in general, studies have centred on

ethnographic considerations which \ iew the visual arts in terms ot

objects and paintings rather than as a living and dynamic form of

expression. This attitude is apparent in the scarcity of national art



galleries on the eontinent in relation to (lie ninnber ot niiiseunis. The

roots of this situation can be traced to the colonial cultural policy

which viewed African culture as static and belonging to the past.

Visual art which evolved as a fusion of traditional and western values

was ignored.

The response to the project proposal in the SADC countries to date

has been overwhelmingly positive. Above all there is recognition in

the region that a new way of looking at the visual arts is vital in

order to counter an inexorable slide into the realm of commodity and

curios ...

... the visual arts remain relatively undeveloped due to the lack of

emphasis in the education system and to inadequate support for the

creation of art in general. It is towards the challenge of correcting

this situation that the newly constituted National Art Gallery directs

itself."

During these years besides rising to the challenges he had set himself

within the Botswana community, he attended the Culture and

Development conference in Copenhagen, launched an Mzilikazi

e.xhibition in Sweden, exhibited his own work in Stockholm, visited

London and Paris, organised the SADCC 1 0th Anniversary

Exhibition in Botswana and the Art From the Frontline exhibition for

the Glasgow Art Gallery, Scotland. He was appointed external

examiner for art for three years to the Molepole College of

Education, attended the Triangle Artists' Workshop in Pine Plains.

New York, and helped organise and attended the annual Thapong

Workshops. He was a judge for the Standard Bank Biennale in

Windhoek, lectured at Mpapa Gallery in Lusaka, and took part in the

Fourth Havana Biennale in Cuba. This list of activities can in no

way describe, though we can be sure of, his active and energetic

participation in all aspects of them.

In 1992, Stephen came back to Zimbabwe as Project Manager for the

SADCC Regional School of Art and Design (RSAD). This was an

enterprise dear to his heart and one for which he was well suited. He

and Neo Matome travelled throughout the region, meeting artists and

educators, visiting art institutions, talking to government and private

representatives in the arts fields, getting information and making

contacts in order to form a clear and practical foundation on which

the RSAD could be set up. The frustrations were many, not least the

complete indifference with which the project has been viewed by

Zimbabwean officials in the last few years. Despite lethargy and

opposition from his 'colleagues' on the project, Stephen continued to

fight for u hat he saw as a major initiative for the whole southern

African arts community. The completion of the RSAD report was

followed up by papers, lectures and articles, locally, regionally and

overseas, in an attempt to persuade officialdom to move on. In one

such article Stephen wrote:

"The rationale behind the regional art school project is the bringing

together of the different artists, traditions and cultures that make up

the region in a spirit of learning, research and the central

development of visual art in southern Africa ... The school is

intended to operate on several different levels— degree, diploma,

certificate, artists in residence — to make allowances for the fact that

many of the region's top artists do not have academic backgrounds, a

factor which should not exclude them from the school or deprive

students of the experience of working and learning from them ... the

true potential of the region's artists remains relatively untapped.

Areas such as the theory and history of art are still undeveloped and

the most crucial area of art education has been neglected in

comparison to other disciplines ...

The RSAD provides an opportunity ... from which could emerge a

new direction for art in the region, a new way of thinking about art

and a new spirit of regionalism amongst the artists of southern

Africa ...

Art education ... needs to be recognised as the wholly appropriate

and powerful developmental tool which it is capable of being ...

An overriding result of the lack of educational and art support

facilities ... is not only a diminished sense of cultural identity but

also an almost non-existent art market ...

There is growing recognition that art can in fact help transform

societies, and that culture has an important and valuable role to play

in developmental aims."

In another article for an exhibition catalogue in 1989, Stephen had

written:

"Many countries in southern Africa, still maintain stronger cultural

ties with their former colonising powers in Europe than they do with

some of their regional neighbours. It is in this context that the value

of bringing together art works and artists from these countries in

foRims such as this should be assessed."

Stephen's travels throughout the region in the early 90s confirmed

this approach and it was in this spirit that he returned to Bulawayo in

1994 to set up Artconsult with his partner, Neo Matome. He became

a valued contributor to Galleiy and the Zimbabwean Review, was

appointed to the board of the National Gallery in Bulawayo and the

committee of 'VAAB, took on the role of external examiner and

consultant for the fine art department of Chancellor College in

Malawi, travelled to Sweden and continued to exhibit his own work

both within Zimbabwe and abroad. Stephen was given the

President's Award for Distinction for overall contribution to the arts

in Zimbabwe as well as the Award for Distinction in Painting for his

large canvas, Ramalea, at the 1992 Annual Heritage Exhibition.

Stephen Williams, Ramatea, 1989-91, 200 x 150cm,

acrylic on canvas



In 1995, on the resignation of the Director of the National Gallery in

Bulawayo. Stephen was asked to take on the post of Acting Director.

Voti Thebe, whose career with the Gallery in Bulawayo stretches

back to the early 70s spoke about his relationship with Stephen:

"I met Stephen round about 76/77. when I was working at the old

Bulawayo Gallery. Each time he came in he would spend some time

with me. We would talk about this and that, about art and the artist's

life. When he was doing the survey for the RSAD he came to see

me, to ask my opinion, whether I was for the idea of this school. I

had my reservations. My own vision was to start from the grassroots

and go up. Stephen said, 'Voti, I accept your idea but we could also

start from the top and filter down and have another movement up

from grassroot level, meeting at a point. When they meet it is bound

to regenerate the whole arts community.' He thought that the time

was right to capture the intellectuals and the political leaders, to get

them dancing, that way art would go through the whole society.

Right from when he started as Acting Director there were changes.

He was a man of vision. He looked at the structures, at what was

happening, at the thrust of the exhibitions. He started trimming the

staff. It was painful because some of the people had been here for a

long time but they were not performing well. Now the Gallery is

running well. He saw the need to encourage the Bulawayo artists, to

nurture them, to show work with substance even if it was not of the

highest calibre, to support wherever there was something going on.

Stephen would come to me and we would sit down and discuss how

we could reach the people. We started jazz evenings, plays and the

like, poetry reading. It changed the whole concept of the Gallery. It

became a culture house. The Friends of the Gallery were worried

that this would take the focus off the visual arts but Stephen said let

the people come in and then we can point them in the direction of

art. Soon we had many more people coming in. The administration

in Harare would say "No, no, you can't do that.' But Stephen would

talk to them and persuade them.

Stephen believed that the Bulawayo Gallery should be autonomous

to some degree. The Gallery began to make its own decisions, to

show its own exhibitions and start its own activities. Buying for the

permanent collection was previously always done in Harare but

Stephen persuaded them that sometimes we should choose here,

from this region, that this Gallery should reflect the art of Bulawayo

in its collection. Our collection, since he came in, has started to get

a local flavour. There should be a dialogue between the artists and

the Gallery because without the artists the Gallery would be nothing.

Stephen was an artist himself so he could understand both sides, the

administration problems and the artists' needs. He made sure the

rents for the studios were low so artists could afford to work for art

not just for sales.

Stephen was always ready to try, to take a chance and see what

would happen; to bring in new ideas and artists. One thing I learned

from Steve was an openness to ideas. We had a stand at the Trade

Fair. Somebody phoned and offered a stand and Steve just said,

'Let's do it!' It was a first ever. He would grab the opportunity. He

used to say let's not use the well-trodden road, let's start another

track here, something new.

He was an encourager and he had a listening ear His office was

always a hive of activity, with local artists, with business and

government people, with people just walking in. You didn't need an

appointment. Someone could just walk in. Stephen was a man of

the people. He had a sharp memory for people, was easy to talk In

and he always made time to listen.

The relationship Steve built up with the public was very good. He

brought in new people, new ideas, kept in touch with all sorts ol

o people and involved them in the Gallery. People began to feel they

were a part of the Gallery. Working with Stephen has given us a

double dose of energy and morale,"

Stephen made a lasting impact on many lives. Styx Mhlanga, a

drama consultant using one of the NGB studios talked about the

opportunities Stephen had given him:

"Stephen changed the direction of my life. When he was at

Mzilikazi, he travelled to Canada and met some people who were

interested in grassroots' theatre. When he came back he went to

CUSO and proposed the idea of training actors. CUSO agreed to

fund so Stephen came to Bulawayo and persuaded people at the City

Council to work with them and the programme began of which I was

part. Because of Steve I became an actor and got involved in

producing theatre. It is what I am still doing now, what I love. He

was just like a brother Everytime I had an idea, I could tell him, and

one way or another he would give me a push.

He had this talent of making two opposite parties come together, of

finding a compromise, of defusing a situation that was dangerous.

He is the guy who understood what is happening on the other side of

the town, and people from all sides, all ages. He was a person that

was rich— he was both an artist and a good administrator, two

qualities that are rare in one person. Guys that are good artists are

usually terrible administrators. And if you find people who are good

administrators they are usually not sympathetic to artists. Artists can

feel exploited when someone who doesn't love art tries to

administrate. When you went into his office you never came out

disappointed. He would not give you something that would

disadvantage other people, but make sure that the solution was good

for everyone involved. He got everybody to work together If he

said no. he would give you rea.sons that would make you happy.

There were these artists who were from Beira on a workshop here.

Stephen encouraged me to meet them, to go to Beira also and get

involved in drama there. He was good, wherever he travelled or

when any visitors came, he helped people to make contact. He was

always looking for new avenues he could open.

People that can understand the community, all the different sectors,

that can make them feel the Gallery is their place, those people are

few. You have to make people understand what the Gallery stands

for and to accommodate them within that. Steve could put a

different angle, a different perspective on things."

Rashid Jogee, painter and longtime close friend, found it hard to talk

about the important place Stephen had in his existence:

"Stephen acted as a stabiliser for me, okay. Because Stephen was

there I could have these greater freedoms. Now I'm even worried

that they don't exist anymore. He used to say 'Its a great life if you

don't weaken.'

I met Stephen with Marshall, when they had an exhibition at

Naakes". We had this great similarity, we liked the .same kind of

music. 'Cause one thing we had in common, me I love Neil Young

and Stephen also, he loved Neil Young, we used to sing those same

songs together I first invited Stephen to my flat when I was

painting, experimenting. I had received my call-up papers, it was

76. and I really thought I was going to die in the war. I thought I

would use up everything I had, all my life, all my paint, in one day

and then the next morning I would pack up and go to the army. So 1

painted my whole fiat, everything, and then I got hold of a phone and

I said, "Hey Stephen, it's Rashid, can you come and see my

exhibition.'

When Marshall passed away I was in the bush. I returned all alone

to my flat, started up my painting, started my life again, Stephen

appeared. He used to pitch up in the yard where I was painting, on

his bike. We used to talk about everything. So Steve and I, as a

partnership, we survived the war When it got so bleak and dark, I

can't explain how black il was here in Bulawayo, it was so dark, just

before handover, Stephen and I were still painting.



Stephen used to come and go. His visits were momentous and then

he'd throw me a pack of Gauioise and off he'd go. At crucial

moments he'd arrive. Even with the racial division and everything,

the ventures and the strivings that we had to make to reach each

other, they were great.

Stephen was my teacher. I quote Stephen Williams: 'Even if you go

and study basketry tomorrow well and good, whatever you can learn.

learn it.' Steve told me. "The basis of art, my friend, is drawing.' He

said. 'Rashid take life drawing as the most serious subject.' And he

was totally correct. I can't deny it. Our frustration, our argument

was really the same thing, Stephen and I okay. Stephen used to say,

'The abstract art school was born in the 50s. We're now in 1996 and

we're still trying to provide an argument for what we're doing.' He

was a teacher to me. He taught me to paint. In many ways he taught

me to do it. Just by encouraging me. Then in my own painting I

found my own methods, the things I wanted to paint. Well he

propagated that in many ways, his whole image, even if he didn't

have to do anything. He just had to sit in the chair and be there,

Stephen Williams. He was an idol, an image for me okay. And

that's why I'm complaining, losing my nut, I'm a painter but I need

other painters to see and look upon, to dazzle me, or to lead me to

new horizons.

Stephen was a great workshop person. He was everybody's brother.

He was everybody's son. He was everybody's nephew, I tell you

that. I had already coined a phrase for Stephen as manager of

workshops. I called him the invisible manager, okay. This guy is

here but he's not really here, he's invisible.

I tell you I don't want to think too much when I think of the void, the

consequence, what it means, hey I get very, very depressed. If you

are living art, you like to see art live, to see its process acted out.

Stephen was a painter himself, he had his own struggles. We had the

same discovery, that you had to destroy things totally to get reborn.

Stephen has achieved things for me. Here is a man who changed my
life. I tell you honestly, he changed my life. Even in me, there is

some of him that's living in me, he's changed some things in me
because of that interaction, that contact. He was very powerful. We
need people to take control. We need some leaders. His objectivity

was there, I don't mind working under him. Even when there was

chaos, that objectivity was there, it was as solid as a rock because it

was true, it was right."

Running through Stephen's life was another passion, motorbikes.

Below are some parts of Steve Harpt's Requiem for a Biker:

"Stephen wasn't a bike fanatic but he did appreciate being able to get

out into the bush on a bike. I first met Stephen in 1981 at the

Haskins motorcycle shop in Francistown, working on his Yamaha

XT500 before a trip into the Makgadikgadi Pans. The trip was 6

days travelling in vehicles and bikes via Gweta to the Boteti River

which was in full Hood. That was August 1981, one of the last years

of the massive migrations of animals to the Boteti. On our way out

from the river, the area was literally covered with wildlife from one

horizon to the next.

On that trip I had no bike but by December 1 had an XT500 of my
own and that was when the fun really began. Stephen and I would

get together whenever possible. We would always take time out for

at least one jaunt into the rural areas on our bikes or down a small

track he made or out to the Matopos. He was a good rider and

normally got there before me, although speed was never really the

point. Rather it was the freedom from all that we did on a daily

basis. It was being out ... on the loose ... the fresh air ... the

excitement of being able to go anywhere!

The trip thai had the biggest impact on us was one to Kubu Island,

across Sua Pan from what is now the Soda Ash Plant. The island is a

large rocky outcrop covered with baobabs. We thought we had it all

figured out ... just 50kms due southeast from the spit. We had photo

maps, a compass and an odometer. What more could we need?

When our bikes finally came to a muddy sinking halt, we had

travelled 45kms and the island should have been clearly visible. It

wasn't. After stepping back and reassessing the situation, we

decided that we were in fact stuck in the bowels of the southern part

of Sua Pan with only two very faint points of land visible. In a

radius of 360 degrees, there was absolutely nothing to see except two

worried boys up to their axles in hot sticky mud. Things were

looking about as bleak as they ever had in my life. Why did we only

bring 10 litres of water we asked ourselves. And the heat! The mud
was almost too hot to dig out from the wheels. It would collect

under the rear mud-guard until it was packed solid and would then

act like a brake on the back wheel. When the bike stops, it sinks.

Stephen decided we should head for the faint point of land to the

northwest. The routine was to dig out as much of the mud as you

could and then try to get the bike moving, in first gear, pushing and

running alongside. As it gathered momentum you'd jump on and see

if the surface of the pan could accommodate your weight. If the bike

was sinking, you'd jump off again and start running until you picked,

up more speed. But we were both fully loaded with gear so once

you managed to get on the bike, it was just a matter of time, a

kilometre or two, before the 'brake' would start to operate again and

it was back to digging and running.

Stephen Williams on a trip

through the Sua Pans,

Botswana
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Stephen Williams, Terra Incognita 8, 1994, 151 x 200cm, acrylic on canvas

After a couple ot hours of this we were exhausted, thusty and

covered with salt. Just a little bit of water to rinse the salt off our

faces? No. we couldn't afford to do that. As the land loomed closer,

we stepped up our efforts. Stephen was first to arrive at the large

baobab on the eastern side of the island while I was still digging out

for the last time. When I reached him. we were like kids, jumping

up and down, hugging each other, shouting 'We're still alive. We're

still alive!' We were still short of water but things were definitely

looking up. We spent the night next to the tree, cooking on a fire,

reliving the day we would never forget.

The next morning we contemplated the way out. We had two.

choices: up the western side of the pan or travel along the sandy road

which goes from the island to the Nata-Maun Road, about lOOkms

either way. We chose the pan and after about half an hour travelling

we found a large pool of water. It was the end of our small

emergency. Water, our last essential need, was there in front of us.

We washed up and took some photographs. The rest of the day was

as it was supposed to be, roaming along the edge of the pan,

checking out this or that, stopping for a shot of whisky, or just racing

out into the nothingness.

Riding on the salt pans is like being in a plane above the clouds or

drifting in the ocean. As far as you can see there is simply nothing

except the pan. With no reference points, you may think you arc

travelling in a straight line but that's rarely possible. At best, it's a

slight arc which leaves you far from the mark after 40 or .SOkms. It

is a rare feeling ... setting up camp in the middle of the pan where

there is absolute silence, watching the moon rise, riding with just the

moonlight illuminating the way. Setting off again in the morning ...

for the pure pleasure of it.

Experiences like this provided Stephen with inspiration lor his

painting. All around his hut were photos of the pans renunduig him

of the colours one sees there. Stephen tried to get other people to

participate in art and experience the joys that came with it. I think

1 Q his own art was actually secondary to promoting the field and

generating excitement.

So why ride a bike'? I don't deny that there might be an adrenalin

factor or that riding a bike is a way to thumb your nose at the ultra-

civilised road the world seems to be going on. But basically it is for

the pure enjoyment of getting outside ... going somewhere you

haven't been before. The freedom it affords is something you never

forget."

There seems no way to convey what Stephen meant to so many

people. He was a man with a gift for life and for art, and he shared

and multiplied those gifts with everyone he knew. We are lucky to

have known and loved him. Andrew Whaley writes:

"Stephen is my introduction lo Bulawayo — a gatekeeper to a city.

The Bulawayo that he lets me glimpse is old. even a little

grandiloquent, but it exudes a fervour that is exciting. I am keen to

experience some of it. this knowledge that he carries just by coming

from Skies. What I later learn from Stephen is that he represents

something quintessentially Bulawayo. or rather an enlightenment

that we now recognise as the civilising heart of Bulawayo and its

countless artists in performance, paint, pottery, metal, wood and

sandstone. I want lo know all of it and Stephen in a way that

personifies the sandstone city tor me. slows me down. In good time.

Stephen is not in a rush and he will not instantly di\ulge its secrets.

For as long as I have known Stephen, he has defended the interests

of a city that seemed perniancnily under seige — from its first

setllenients. federation days, through UDI. into independence, posl-

indepcndence. unity days and today when it seeks siniph water.

Stephen has supported any move to bring life to the old cily. an\ way

possible of bringing its citi/ens together.

In the National Clallery in Bulawaso. he had the perfect mould and

it's easy to forget just how simply he slipped into the cast, how

perfectly it suited him, how effortlessly he seemed to be a part of its

creation. In any shape an art future had in Bulawayo. Stephen

seemed to be superimposed onto it years before it began to blossom

into the ci\ ic structure we see lodav.



The times I lia\e known Stephen — when he is not llie noni;id

pursuing a career at university, here or overseas, or being the

regional art diplomat or setting up art networks in Gaberone. Harare.

Stockholm, or zooming off into the Kalahari on his bike, or up

Africa in a Land Rover with Paul Goodwin or wherever he went —
he's at home in Bulawayo just getting on with it. He turns the

Mzilikazi Art and Cral't Centr.' from a hobbled municipal outlet

which churns out turd-brown and sinus-green earthenware into a

vital institute which puts colour into the pottery, .some funky design,

holds art exhibitions and gives the welded metal sculptors an

oxyacetylene boost into the limelight. The moment Dumiso

Dabengwa is released from prison, he grabs him to open a show of

young students at Mzilikazi. sometime in 1*^86.

He turns the old stone Hillside house he bought for a song into a

great home full of earlier Stephen figurative works and always a fine

selection of music which he brings back from his many travels. He

has friends from all these places who come and visit and somehow,

Bulawayo is a magical place to all of them. Stephen resides in its

allure, its bite, its edge of desert exhiliration and the city's little

tristia. I can't think of all of this and not think romantically about

the place— and Stephen, on his motorbike zooming off into the

bush or braaing meat and talking out the back of his house, under the

stars, somehow always conducted a long, romantic love affair with

Bulawayo perhaps also because he could get away.

Stephen is a link back to Marshall Baron and a way forward with the

San paintings of Botswana. In between there is a full and

remarkable association with so many painters and sculptors— Paul

Goodwin. Reuben Crowe, Berry Bickle, Rashid Jogee whom he

always called Zimbabwe's greatest painter, Voti Thebe, Charles

Msimanga. Tomy Ndebele, Sam Songo. Joseph Muzondo. Mary

Davies plus the international artists. Stephen is the first

Zimbabwean to go to a Triangle Workshop in New York and he loves

the cut and thrust of the Americans, the critiques and of course the

complete understanding of abstract, and he despises the utter lack of

understanding of the Americans for African contemporary work.

Stephen is in Sweden at workshops, and in South Africa. He sets up

more workshops in Botswana. He is a steaming networker.

meticulous and even ruthless at times and he gets, a lot of the time,

what he wants.

Stephen has put out many feelers all over the globe but his root taps

into Skies and, yes somehow, it is still there. It is hard to dissociate

Stephen Williams from the present, impossible to lock him away in

the past. I am not being coy when I say that, in a lot of ways that

Bulawayo knows about. Stephen lives."

Those who take on a leading role in southern Africa's cultural sphere

have many fights to fight and a great deal of commitment is

necessary. The visual arts still have a weak foundation compared to

other arts such as music, dance and theatre, and huge efforts have to

be made to win support and recognition for their role in the

development of the society. Stephen leaves behind not only his

example but also a wealth of writings about the arts, art education,

and the role of the arts in our community in its historical context. It

is time to take them off the shelf and re-read them with an eye on the

possibilities for action — theory is of no use unless it can be made to

work for the good of the people. Great efforts must be made to keep

up all that Stephen has put in motion.

Stephen Williams dedicated himself, with love, energy, intelligence

and hard work, to art in Africa: to creating environments in which

people could find their place and develop their talents; to a

community in which art and artists could flourish. We are privileged

o have known him. even though it was for far too short a time.

Stephen Williams, Culture in the Time of Drought, 1992, 54 x 72cm, watercolour
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Mountains

of the moon
Workshops provide a stimulating environment

in which artists can meet, create and exchange
ideas. The Botswana painter

and writer, Neo Matome,

reports from Namibia

From 1 1 to 25 May 1996, the Tulipamwe

International Artists' Workshop took place in

Namibia at the incredibly atmospheric Zebra

River Lodge run by Rob and Marian Field.

The lodge is located in the heart of the Tsaris

Mountains, approximately 250kms south-

west of Windhoek and 90kms from Sesriem

and Sossusvlei. The dramatic surroundings

are reminiscent of a moonscape with their

craggy, granite mountains, infinite sky and

endless rocky vistas. During the intense

two-week period of the workshop when we

were looked after and fed like royalty, this

isolated environment with its harsh beauty

became a focal point and source of

inspiration for the invited participants.

In all, 25 artists — painters, sculptors and

printmakers— from diverse backgrounds

took part. Fourteen were Namibians and the

rest came from France, Zambia, Germany,

India. Kenya, Reunion, South Africa, Spain,

(top) View of workshop site at

Zebra River Lodge

(above) Participants at a group

critique
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(above) Job Jonathan

(Namibia)

working on his installation

(below) Textile

by Voti Thebe
(Zimbabwe)

14

BolswaiKi. L'nilcd Kingdom and

Zinibahwe. A strong spirit of camaraderie

prevailed throughout the course ot the

worlcshop thus enabling the artists to freely

interact with each other. There was also a

good supply of materials ranging from

paints, printing inks and fabric dyes

thrt)ugh to sculpting tools, stone, wood and

found objects. The workshop was

punctuated by "walkabouts" or group

critiques whereby each artist was given

feedback about his or her work by the rest

i.i\ the group. In the evenings slide shows

of artworks by the different artists were

held so as to provide insight into how each

participant approached his or her imagery

and to stimulate discussion about the role

and value of art in society. The night

occasionally rounded off by singing to

guitar accompaniment, around a fire, under

the stars.

In terms of the output of the workshop.

some of the most interesting art was

produced by Anita Dube. an Indian artist.

She created soft sculpture, made from blue

velvet decorated with sequins and silver

thread, resembling a stretched animal skin.

The idea of life and death existing

simultaneously in the baiTen Namibian

landscape inOuenced the work. It

challenges us to examine our hopes, fears

and understanding of life and death by

presenting us with the paradoxical image of

death beautified. By so doing. Dube subtly

alludes to the concept of hope and rebirth

through reincarnation. .She also highlights

the notion that mortality is an integral part

of regeneration in the circle of life.

The unique Namibian en\ ironment played

a marked role in the work of a number of

the artists at Tulipamwe, more so after the

awe-inspiring trip to Sossusvlei. Eric

Pongerard. the sculptor from Reunion, was

inspired by the vastness of the land and sky

in Namibia. The striated structure of the

surrounding mountains as well as the

division of the landscape into two by the

road running through it made a strong

impression on him. This imagery is

retlccted in his column-like stone

installation pieces which have qualities

evocative of the work of the renov\ned

British artist. Andy Goldsworthy.

Cioldsworthy produces art using natural

elements found in the environment such as

leaves and ice. Unfortunately Pongerard's

piece lost some of its appeal when it was

moved from its outdoor surroundings and

installed at the National Gallery in

Windhoek.

The young Namibian painter. Shiya

Karuseb. tackled an issue which is

increasingly becoming a permanent feature

of city life in southern .Africa — that of

street childien. His strong figurative

imagery portrays despondent looking

youths with no hope for a future: a legacy

forced on them by poverty, irresponsible

parents and society turning a hliiul eye.



The intense blue that dominates the canvas

conveys an aura of bleakness and anguish —
a reflection of the mounting social problems

created by homelessness. Two other young

Namibian artists who produced interesting

work are Nita Ndongo. a sculptor who
\\ orked in stone, and Job Jonathan who not

only painted but tried his hand at making

installation art.

The South African artist, Philisiwe Sibaya.

added another dimension to the workshop

u ith her inspirational prints. .She

enthusiastically shared her know ledge and

skill with everyone. After Tulipamwe. she

hosted a printmaking workshop for the art

students at the John Muafangejo Art Centre

in Windhoek.

Painter/sculptor Voti Thebe from Zimbabwe

experimented with different media including

wood, stone and soft sculpture. He

produced a beautiful handpainted fabric as

well as an impressive circular minimal wood

piece partially stained with colour. Though

somewhat different in texture and form, the

sculpture had a certain resemblance to a

piece by Gerry Dixon I had once seen at

Gallery Delta.

Eric Liot, the French artist, produced two

sensitively assembled pieces constructed

from mixed media. The one artwork, made

of rectangular units of wood and metal held

together with wire, brought to mind the

piece by Marsha Pels, the American artist,

mentioned by Stephen Williams and

reproduced in Gallciy no 7. His artworks.

like Liot himself, are imbued with a sense of

humour.

It is evident from the variety of work

produced and the communication channels

established during the Tulipamwe

Workshop, that art is a universal language

capable of crossing cultural barriers and

changing attitudes. The visual arts therefore

play an important role as a barometer of

social change. In light of this, it is our

responsibility as southern African artists,

black and white, male and female, to

constantly challenge ourselves to go beyond

portraying safe, conventional imagery by

experimenting with new, innovative ways of

expressing our vision. We need to create art

that is multifarious and enquiring because

we are society's conscience.

The benefits of international art workshops

such as Tulipamwe are far-reaching.

Through workshops a healthy cross-

fertilisation of ideas takes place and artists

from diverse backgrounds are able to

establish links with each other, share

techniques and experiences. These regional

workshops are of particular value to

southern African artists who tend to work in

isolation with little stimulus. Tulipamwe is

thus an important medium for fostering

cultural exchange, understanding and growth

in the visual arts of not only Namibia but the

southern African region as a whole.

(right) Painting

on the plight of

street children

by Shiya

Karuseb
(Namibia)

(below)

Painting

Influenced by

the trip to the

dunes at

Sossusvlel by

Neo Matome
(Botswana)
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Brian Bradshaw, Vukutu, 1996,

120 X 150cm, oil on canvas (Photo courtesy

Everard Read Gallery)

Unable to interview

Brian Bradshaw,

painter, ex-Director

of Zimbabwe's
National Gallery and
former Professor of

Art at Rhodes
University,

South Africa,

Gallery sent

some questions

Brian Bradshaw
writes from

Belmont, UK:



musl be Natural and Free and Wild. With such Nature one inay freely mix and be

driven and compelled. There is no Time. Everything is Now. Everything is

Eternity. Senses are folded by the beat of sun and the roar of silence. I am in

company with Earth and Sky. There is no horizon or petty perspective. I am with

ALL that needs be and have become Myself and More and as far removed from

Science and Technology as possible. I make marks to help explain. Not look-see

marks but marks urged by all senses. These will point the way to work with paint

involving. Subject? What? There are many things even in one. Woman;

Leopard: Baboon : Bird. But never cosmetic. And the greatest of all. The

World. Earth and Sky. Cosmological. How does one define that — in the Art

Calendar? What category? Landscape?! Not really. I'm just a Painter.

Art scene This anywhere is groupism, togetherism in the social sense and scene.

Pretentious of course— as are all social scenes. The set and the setting : the

atmosphere : the theatrics : the cocktails and the poses-for poseurs and in-the-

swing-incorporates. Hollywood style trivialities. "How are you Daarling — I

just love that one. Naughty Gerald (he's the critic for the Daily Blab) says the

sky is quite wrong for the Transvaal. Could I pleese have another sherry."

African art Important to Africa— and the world. Not for museums and Interior Decor. Not

for Tourists — who in any case prefer the hectares of Junk especially produced

for them. The Real Art is powerful, meaningful and has a strong sense of form

containing the presence of Ancestral Spirits and breathed-on by God. It has the

essence of Bomvu — the Earth of Life. It is Tribal and Traditional and means

much to the People of Africa. Or it did. Depending upon how much the African

remains African and doesn't become a replicated junkie from Haarlem or the

White House. Thousands of its greatest works were destroyed by Missionaries.

European artists in the throes of modernism imitated and made use of African

Masks and, according to History, revolutionised Art. Picasso, Braque, Brancusi,

Giacometti. Modigliani. Matisse etc. In essence they were mostly interested in

the outer form which is unique in itself. Unfortunately much is now trivialised

for Trade (but no more so than art anywhere which is plagiarised).

AFRICA Since I have chosen to live in Africa more than half my life, I am more African

than European. By Africa, I mean Africa— not the quasi-Mediterranean of the

Cape, nor the good-life coffee-shops and pizza places. As the world deteriorates

(i.e. becomes Americanised) I become progressively more African. I find the

natural dignity, good manners and humour of the African more fitted to the

character of humanity than the crude, gormless, un-culture followers of the

Yankee plan who stalk the cities particulariy at weekends! However much things

change (and Coca-cola expands), the Land. Continent, Mountains, Bush and

Earth of Africa remain as vast, wild and true as ever. Tourist Trails and Safari

Treks which follow the New Trade Routes make no more impression on the Giant

of Africa than a mosquito on an Elephant. Leisure-pursuit-sports may help

destroy Beauty Spots such as Vic Falls, but minor concentraUon at selected

GETAWAY-GETWITHIT sites helps keep most places free of litter. On a recent

airflight to Europe I heard a South African tell British Tourists that the KAROO
was boring and best avoided. I would be happy if he tells everyone that and helps

keep all the best places clear and clean. Poor fellow, he was greatly taken by the

absurd quality of Inflight films! I became South African some thirty years ago.

Previous work My previous work has, of course, like life and attitudes gone through different

stages and developments. But not enormously — like this week to "Hard Edge"

and next to "Kitchen Sink". Painting has always been a quest. A personal

exploration. As simple and direct as is eventually possible. As unsafe, as natural,

as uncalculating as needs must be. First, Drawings— and Etchings— and then

more and more into Paint. First, Buildings— and then Men (Miners) and

Women and Birds and Dogs and Cats. And then Mountains of Wales. And Sea.

The rhythm and power of sea waves. Then more and more to Earth. And so, to

Africa. But always alone i.e. never encamping with schools and styles.

Artists t particularly admire Ambrogio de Lorenzetti: Paolo Ucello; Hercules Seghers (etchings); Matisse;

Gericault; David; De Kooning; Derwent Lees; Old Crome; Vespignani (etchings);

Sheila Fell; Pederson; and Cedric Morris, who made his own paint (that great

Welsh Cormorant over his fireplace). Artists before the High Renaissance; Ikons;

Early Greek (Kourai); Early Greek Pots; Cycladic; Minoan; Etruscan; Early

Egyptian; Eariy Gothic; Early Celtic; Megalithic; Prehistoric (the masterpiece of

Lascaux); Bushman Rock Paintings; Tribal and traditional African — Hausa,

Himba, Baule, Senufo, Dogon, Bambara, Dan, Yoruba, Fon, Ibo, Shango, Pende,

Masai. Makonde, Tuareg, Shona, Zulu. 17



One of the greatest paintings I know is hidden at the end ot a rock passage in

Matabeleland. The tunnel so small one needs to wriggle through. The work is

near to one"s head i.e. close to the ground. About 12 or so inches high. A running

hunter/warrior. Patterns of water energy mix with his image. The artist painted

him hundreds of years ago in such a place and position for necessary reasons. He

will remain so. As intended. With purpose intact. And as far as 1 am concerned —
undiscovered. It is a great work. As art. it is alive. And remains Living Legend.

Art-International Completely different is Modern Myth massively sponsored for various reasons,

like all selective news and propaganda. News Agencies collect news and

newspapers select. The Press needs to sell. And the stories are written. Two

recent news items almost simultaneously revealed:

1

.

The electronic bombing and selective shelling of Lebanese civilians in a further

invasion of Lebanon. Killing about 160 women and children. Ambulances and

UN compounds containing wounded and refugees also targeted. Deliberate

destruction of thousands of homes and of roads to prevent any attempted aid and

assistance. Such action compares with the Nazi SS practice of wiping out an entire

village because a single Nazi had been killed. It was aptly code-named "Grapes of

WRATH" and was condemned by all countries except the US of A. A UN
investigations team concluded the above events were correctly reported. The US of

A warned the UN team and threatened to replace the UN Secretary General.

2. The US of A is pressing for trials of selective war criminals in Bosnia! The

Western Press is loath to respond. But the aggressors are sometimes termed

victims — and the victims are called aggressors.

What is to be called Truth!" Are we to be concerned with Truth'^

As far as war crimes go what about those of the US of A' Was the dropping of the

A bomb— and the H bomb— Not a war crime? And the Napalm bombing of the

Vietnamese? And the electronic slaughter of 600.000 Iraqis in retreat? How can

massacre by technology be called Heroic War'^ and the General .in charge be called

"Hero"! How can US Diplomacy be congratulated' How can US Administration

be thanked for supplying further technological weapons of destmction?

It is a terrible thing that one country exerts such singular power. Especially when,

in its short history it has reached such depths of decadence. The World's Greatest

Democracy — as it is pleased to call itself— is actually a World Dictatorship, for

there are many ways of achieving totalitarianism. Is Art the only forni of truth left?

But not even there — we know by Art-Internationalism that standardisation and

deplorable uniformity of approach and new technology have taken over the Art-

World as well as everything else. Apart from massacres of the innocent there is

destruction of the individual. Everywhere is tuned to the same set of Rules.

Everywhere begins to look the same. Everybody begins to dress the same — to

eat. to drink the same. To behave the same. And Orwell's prophecy is ignored.

Since there are no bite-backs — except for the Somali people who sent the

almighty US Marines back into an untele\ ised sea departure — the World Media is

strapped, frozen, bought by Mickey Mouse. There ;.v no Real New s. No tangible

fact is allowed to come clean and forward. People are kept bemused and amused

by cellular phones and entertainment and even the dying are assaulted by

handshakes from junked-up pop stars or publicity-seeking princesses.

Brian Bradshaw, Eastern

Highlands. 1996, 60 x 120cm,

oil on canvas (Photo

courtesy Everard Read
Gallery)
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Brian Bradshaw,

Red Dwala, 1996,

110 X 140cm,

oil on canvas

(Photo courtesy

Everard Read
Gallery)

So how is truth to be found? Except by the only way that truth can ever be

found. Not by computer but by oneself. In Art and by Art one always has to

reach truth by oneself. There is no other way for anyone to discover anything

except by individual effort (which is why the new system places highest

priority on elimination of the individual). Prize-winners in all aspects of

international (i.e. totalitarian) life are anti-individuals and community Reps —
those who cannot reach into themselves nor would not for the sake of comfort

and conformity.

It has all happened before, of course. The New

World is not that original. As Petronius wrote in

Nero's time:

"The cause ofpresent decadence when all the

finest arts have withered— and painting has left

not even a faint track offormer excellence behimi

— is money lust and dominance by usury. In past

times the Arts were vigorous and rivalry between

men was the wish to discover new things for

humcmity. Do not be amazed at the breakdown of

painting when a lump ofgold replaces everything

the gods ever wrought''

We should perhaps expect to be confronted today

with a continuous Cat-walk Parade of Junk

Culture. We, perhaps, should not be surprised to

see doped-up DADA dragged back into Gallery

space — and skateboard contemporary trivia

clogging up achievements of the Past and honest

efforts of the present.

Henry Miller was an honest American. He wrote: "There are barely a half-dozen

names in the hisloiy ofAmerica which have meaning." Thoreau was one. He

escaped to the wood at Walden, away from the false skin of a country which had

no depth beyond its unnatural epidermis. He wished to live deliberately and

confront only the essential facts of life— deep with Nature— to draw the

marrow from its bones. To arrive at simplicity of structure and purpose in

Solitude. In Space. In Nature — and by Nature to be wholly involved. To mix

intelligence with Earth, in terms of Earth. To discover anew the great Past ever

present.

Brian Bradshaw,

Lowveld, 1996,

71 X 61cm, oil on

canvas (Photo

courtesy Everard

Read Gallery)
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Walt Whitman said that he characterised American life as mean and vulgar.

Everything taught by America was false. Where man was declared to be Free he

was NOT. His life and work became Factory-systematised and its products like

rotting apples had to be quickly consumed or thrown away. We know from

experience the influence of this Junk Power We know the spread of fast Junk

food: Junk drink; Junk (award-winning) films; Junk (best-seller) books; Junk

Oscars and prizes; Junk politics; Junk criteria — and Junk Art.

We see that the US, having got rid of all vestiges of British Imperialism grabs for

itself alternative methods of world occupation — using Peace and Trade and Aid

wars to spread its 'special' Culture. Economy and Technology. We see that no

policy comes dirtier than " International' and no attitude more absurd than

Political correctness — the mark of Quislings. We find that the Western Press is

a tool for the US cause and that Art Ijecomes an International Game. Even

'terrorism' has a double meaning to fit US policy and hide its own multiple war

crimes. The Art and Culture of every country should be free-searching and

honest. Trade must not be allowed to dictate. The US Dollar must not be

Almighty. Good films (mostly French) should not be suppressed in order to

show US trash. Video weddings and video games are only some of the effects of

the Modern Myth, soft-sold as junk alternatives for Real Culture, Real Art and

the search for the Truth.

Advice for young artists Don't believe everything you see in Gallery Space -

you see. Disneyland is nearer than you think!

or necessarily everything

Do not imitate. Art is NOT that easy. Don't look for Recipes and short cuts. Art

is No Game — pretending to be clever. It is hard and fulfilling WORK. It is not

divided into Traditional and Contemporary since it is NOT style and Academic

Manner. It is honest search. Personal, Individual Search.

It is the pursuit of Nature. Including Human Nature and one's own Nature. The

Nature of Man. The Nature of earth. The Nature of life.

Art is not sociological science or the Yahoo of social workers. It is not feminist

propaganda and fantasy. It is not sexist or political statements. It is not a wired-

up machine or a chopped-in-half something. Machine art or .science is for

machines.

Art is not Cat-walk-Fashion. It is not being so damned clever!

Know thyself. BE Yourself.

Art is the pursuit of a Life Time. There are NO Quick methods. Experience.

Personal experience is the only Guide.

Repetition is useless.

In its making uncertainty is necessary.

It is Not Cosmetic. Not making pretty pictures.

It must be investigative. Each work requires its own approach.

Don't think things in Advance. Don't get hookcd-on-formulae.

Don't think about the Golden Section. Don't think of A-R-T.

Don't get mixed up with Art Courses and Art Books and Art Circles.

Be yourself and do it yourself.

WORK.

AFRICA AFRICA is Ancient. It has traditions like the roots of a Giant Tree. It has Great

Space; Red enriching soil and clay; wild places and Pure desert and Rocks

stamped by Age. In Africa, Nature is supreme. It remains the last Truth of the

Old World. A changing world as tried and tested by Nature. Past and Present arc

always merging. There is more ol the Past than there is of momentary present.

They need each other to grow. When the last vestiges of the rotten tlesh cast by

the New World are cleared by the Vultures, the Cycle of life fit for Man, Woman,

Beast and Art will continue.
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I paint to be deep with Nature. Within Nature. By Nature. To Join. Tomixuith

Earth. Red Earth. Bomvu. In terms of Alrica. 1 don't paint 'landscapes'. 1

paint AFRICA.



o Tashinga Group,

Violence against

Women (detail)

Tendai Gumbo,
If We Had Known
Daitaziva

Women Visual Artists' Exhibition

1996, August/September, National

Gallery, Harare

The IdcuI point of the Women Visual Artists"

exhibition is Sisters, a paper cut-out chain of

dolls, lite-size, pale pink, each with a red

smiling mouth and a wavy skirt, hands

joined. The chain underlines the sisterhood

and inter-relation of all women's lives. The

innocence of this first impression is starkly

and horrifyingly at variance with the

handwritten stories of individual women,

many of them still only children, from

countries around the world— factual stories

of abuse, deprivation, degradation,

discrimination and violence. The effect is

shocking. Sisters is a powerful protest and,

significantly, it is the work of a non-

Zimbabwean. This society largely ignores

and covers over its treatment of women,

aided.by Zimbabwean woinen's passive

acceptance. Much of the rest of the work on

show reveals the breadth of this unassertive

attitude.

Sylvia Bews-Wright, the creator of Sisters.

invited viewers to add their own comments

to the blank dolls in her chain, and one

contribution from an anonymous "sister

from Latin America" went as follows:

I "Women 's lives are Inird Imt not tliis l^leali.

I Women still lauglt, dance and tell stories to

I their children — even in landmine-infested.

war torn, dirt —.... countries. Let's put

some hope and joy into this gloom."

Yes, lets's be 'real' traditional Zimbabwean

women and smile, and kneel, and ululate

while many of us are being abused!

There are some examples of protest from

Zimbabweans on the exhibition but the

protest is subtle, masked or often undirected.

Tendai Gumbo's Nehanda is a successful

work in tattered rag on sackcloth — a telling

memorial for a heroine of the liberation

struggle: it is the men,

the chefs, who vie with

one another to get a

place in Heroes' f^cre.

Sylvia Bews-Wright's

second work on the

exhibition. Chef, offers

us a rendition of one of

Zimbabwe's potential

"heroes'.

Amongst the textiles on

exhibition is Violence

against Women

produced by the

Tashinga Group (women

from the Harare Shelter

for the Destitute). It

depicts, in small

I embroidered panels,

^ various scenes of

^ domestic abuse. But the

~ viewer has to look

Tendai Gumbo, Nehanda

closely to even notice the violence and little

appropriate emotion is aroused. The detail

illustrated here is the most expressive of the

panels. The overall impression of the work

is one of cheerfulness, bright zingy colours,

delicate stitchery — the visual affect

working against the content rather than

supporting it.

Some categories of this exhibition,

particularly sculpture and ceramics, had few

submissions. Pip Curling comments in the

catalogue, "
... the selectors noted that

traditional women potters were sadly

missing. Pottery is a major craft in

Zimbabwe and it is disappointing that rural

women have not participated." It was

decided therefore not to award prizes for the

ceramics category. And. as very few young

artists participated, prizes for artists under

25 were redistributed in the open categories.

So where are those young female artists'

works'? Where are the sculptors and

traditional potters? Does the concept of

exhibiting pottery in a gallery in Harare have

any meaning for a potter in the rural areas?

Has there been enough information and

promotion for this event? There is obviously

a need to actively encourage artists to enter

this exhibition — a job for the staff of the

National Gallery.

There is no doubt though that those who

chose to enter represent a wealth of talent

within the female artists in Zimbabwe.

Lauren Amott (Love and Hunger) and

Eichardt Krog {Lunch Break) were given

awards in the painting section, Tendai

Gumbo (Ifwe had known - Daitaziva) and

Granete Ngirandi ("Voo-Doo) for their

graphics, Abigail Dzingire (Cultural Design)

and Eunice Saleka (Life at Home) in the

textile category, and Colleen Madamombe
(First Maternity Dress) and Virginia 21
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Sylvia Bews-Wright, Chef

92

Ndandarika (Hiippx Family) received awards for

their sculptures.

Sibonile Ndlovu's liiglily recommended lively

fabric design Inkezo Ynkunathisa. with its richness

(if pattern and colour reminds of works by

Hundertwasser. Doris Kampura's five very

different entries in the sculpture, painting, and

graphics categories, reveal a versatile young

artist. My Inner Landscape by Anke Bohne, a

mixed media collage, uses feathers, pods and bits

of rubbish on the shores of a stonny beach to

create a moody work. This approach is continued

in her Junk Head made from metal scraps and

other discards of society.

Do women artists necessarily have to produce

protest art? Male artists are not decried if they

paint landscapes, daily scenes or abstracts. Do
women artists want to show their work in an

exhibition exclusively for women? Is there an

exhibition planned for "only' men? When does

affirmative action become patronising and

destructive? One highly esteemed woman artist

in Zimbabwe feels strongly that if a work of art is

good it will be exhibited regardless of the gender

of the artist and that this is what all artists seek.

But is the playing field level? Do women artists

have to work harder to get work exhibited? Are

galleries aware of women's reluctance to put

themselves forward, an attitude deeply ingrained

by Zimbabwean upbringing? It is a proven fact

that women have more difficulty getting

education and that a greater proportion of their

time is consumed by family and domestic duties

on top of regular income-generating work. Is

enough being done by art schools and galleries to

ensure that women artists get the same

encouragement and support as their male

counterparts? These are questions for everyone to

consider, particularly the National Gallery which

is our presumed leader in the visual arts field. If

the National Gallery is serious in its intentions, it

has some hard work to do. to clarify its aims and

to ensure that such a project does not backfire.

Jutta Jackson and Barbara

Murray

I Recordings: A Select Bibliography
- of Contemporary African, Afro-

I Caribbean and Asian British Art
' by Melanie Keen and Elizabeth Ward
(London: Institute of International

Visual Arts, 1996)

In her Inlioduction to Recordings. Melanie Keen

makes a reference which reflects on the book's

rather cumbersome title: "From this point on I

will use the word 'black'— with a lower case h

— to describe people ofAfrican. Afro-Caribbean.

.South East Asian and Asian descent while

acknowledging it as a contentious issue and that

other expressions may have been used in its

place" She might have added, too. that the

"British" in the title allows the inclusion of artists

— our own Tapfuma Gutsa among them — who

have lived there only temporarily.

The book presents a chronology of

exhibitii)ns held over the last 25 years, followed

by a listing of artists with their exhibition history

and related publications, and ends with a

bibliography of general texts. All of these will be

useful to researchers, historians and those of us

with a more than passing interest in the subject,

who have neither the time nor the opportunity to

trawl the Chelsea College archive on which the

book is largely based.

There are the occasional gaps, of course. Na.seem

Khan's 1976 study. The Arts Britain Ignores.

although not quite as comprehensive as it was

ambitious, should warrant at least a mention.

And whilst the book finds room to list Margaret

Garlake's Art Monthly review of Eddie Chambers,

it seems to overlook Chambers' own The .Unpack:

A History of Black Artists in Britain ( 1988.

funded by the Haringay Arts Council), which

although limited in its scope, was a well-

illustrated introduction to the subject for school

children and their teachers.

The main shortcoming of Recordings, though, is

the one imposed by the elusive and ephemeral

nature of the primary documents on which it

depends, and the shifting fortunes of the

institutions which showed the work. Having

worked at London's Africa Centre in the late 70s,

I was saddened — but not altogether surprised —
to read that it no longer has regular exhibitions of

contemporary art. However, when 1 recall the

busy and creative presence of, for instance,

Lubaina Himid in the Covent Garden of those

years, it surprises me that the entry in Recordings

contains no reference to her exhibiting prior to

198.^.

Importantly, the book does reflect something of a

coming-ot-age over the decades. The 70s and

early 80s were studded with mention of the Africa

Centre, the Commission for Racial LqualilN. Ilie

Minority Arts Advisory Service, the

Commonwealth Institute and the agencies of the

lamented Greater London Council. Today, the

ball is properly in the hands of the artists

iheiiiscKcs: the indefatigable ("luunhers. Kasheed

Araeen, and the Institute of International Visual

Arts for whom Keen and Ward compiled

Rcconlings. And safe hands they are, too.

Murray McCartney



Furniture and Furnishings,

National Gallery in Bulawayo,

August/September 1996
Why h;i\e a boriny chair when you can have

an extraordinary one' The human spirit

thrives on creativity and innovation and this

exhibition, the first of its kind for the

National Gallery of Zimbabwe, offers us

plenty of unusual ideas. Thought up and put

together by .Stephen Williams. Furniture and

Furnishings has stimulated artists and

provokes the viewer. The two large galleries

in Bulawayo were filled with examples of

creativity applied to conventional items: the

quirky, the beautiful, the humourous, the

poetic and the imaginative — and at the

same time useful and functional.

Two chunks of soft-looking chiselled

sandstone, girded by carved poles, hold up a

warm wood table top. A rough edged slab

of pale gleaming marble balances atop a

single black pillar. A wire creature about

three feet tall bends and strains to keep your

door open. Candles flicker in a variety of

holders made of curving wood, lumpy clay,

slim wire. A table made of dark wooden

sleepers and smooth marble with its own
miniature cast iron stove— an inspirational

place to write or work.

Contemplating the range of objects, perhaps

the best way to indicate the individual

creativity of the participating artists is to

single out one item of furniture: the chair.

There were many examples, one being Life

Hand Chair by Jeremy Mann in the form of

a large hand constructed of thin black

lengths of metal bent and curved into the

shape of fingers reaching about five feet up

from the palm. Depending on the cushion

which was unfortunately not completed in

time for the exhibition, such a chair could

provide a safe, enclosed place to curl up

with a book, almost a room of one's own.

Brian Williams, known for his sensitive and

lyrical treatment of wood, gives us a

Caveman C/ia/r composed of multi-hued,

.softly-.sculptured and interlocking

pieces. By the same artist is a witty

Hunter's Chair— a traditional swivel

-hair with a back support smoothly shaped

1 resemble buffalo horms. Brian

Williams' chairs are always, and

surprisingly, wonderfully comfortable.

A tall chair in green metal by sculptor and

craftsman, Arthur Azevedo, stands serenely.

Quiet and unassuming, with its simple lines

and elegant assymetry, it is a pleasure to

look at and sit in. By contrast. Time Chair

by Beny Bickle is a flight of imagination

that looks too delicate for human weight.

The curving wings and curling frame

provide the spirit with a vehicle for travel.

John Knight employs the ordinary, a shovel

and garden fork, to create a most unusual

Garden Chair. I can't vouch for the comfort

(top left) John Knight, Garden Chair

(middle left) Gracious Nyoni,

Old Stool

(bottom left) Brian Williams,

Caveman Chair

(top right) Arthur Azevedo, Chair
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ol' this exhibit, not being brave

enough to try it! The same

artist also exhibited a wild

l.if;lii Shower, made with a

length of bright green

plaslie hosepipe curling up

t'roni the floor to end in an

aluminium shower rose

containing a light bulb above

vour head.

Berry Bickle, Time Chair

Gracious Nyoni offers a low

and comfortable Old Stool

carved from a single, chunk of

wood — simple, beautiful and

welcoming — a restful seat for

the end of a long day.

The choice is yours. And perhaps

to light your book or

conversation a

companionable lamp,

Walkiiii; in the Light, a

gently humourous creation

in the form of a scarecrow with a straw hat

for a lampshade by Ras Ian Knife.

In his introduction to the catalogue, Stephen

Williams writes: "Good designers enrich

life in a manner that is culturally and

environmentally sensitive and make a

meaningful contribution to the way people

look at and respond to the world ... Good

design should excite and stimulate our

aesthetic sensibilities ..." One of Stephen's

many talents was that of stimulating both the

artists and the public. In organising this

exhibition, he encouraged individuals,

including painters, architects, a 13 year-old

schoolgirl, teachers, sculptors, writers and

craftspeople, who had perhaps not

previously applied their artistic gifts to

furniture, and they challenge and reward us

with their work. Furniture and Furnishings

will be on show in Harare in September/

October and it is certainly an exhibition

worth seeing. Barbara Murray

Chrispine Mutsadyanga,

Figure
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Fine Arts Students Past and
Present, August/September,
National Gallery, Harare

Walking up 1(1 the exhibition of works by

students of the Harare Polytechnic in the

east wing of the National Gallery, you

cannot help but be captured by Anke

Bohne's striking sculptured figure, part of a

mixed media installation. Entitled The

Mirror, the work consists of the figure and a

series of textile portraits hung like clothes on

a rack. For the figure, Bohne's materials are

metal and wire, plied into packed

expressiveness through every limb and form

of the body in its twisted, turning motion.

This structure is covered in stretched

stockings in varying neutral tones and hues

effectively invoking flesh, ending in a pair

of solid knee-high plaster boots finnly

planted on the ground. A closer look at the

sketchbook in the figure's hand indicates

that we perhaps breeze over people in

general too fast in life. Written in the

sketchbook is the instruction: "Ifyou only

have vour own 2 HANDS look at the textiles/

the FACES with somebody together! Touch

them, turn them over!" Assertive and

dominating, this piece seems to suggest a

need to try to understand art. to confront and

recognise ourselves and others as depicted

by artists. Much of the other work does not

however ask any questions nor attempt to

actively involve the viewer.

A gentler and quieter piece is Zimbabwe

Yorufaro by Sam Mulabu, composed of

entwined wood, metal, wire, mud and hide.

The wire is worked into organic shapes,

woven spider webs, snail trails and

chongololo skeletons, and covered in a layer

of sandy mud. The merty figure drawn on

one of the wooden verticals uses the natural

sculpted hole to achieve a heady lightness.

The pale animal hide is turned with the soft

inside out, with just a hint of the hairy coat

revealed in a fold.

Chrispine Mulsadyanga's Figure shows a

sound and balanced composition. The figure

is weighted on the step-ladder drawn in

varying widths of lines and angles using

charcoal, graphite and ball point pen. He

has worked competently with both the

background and subject together.

The ceramic work was a letdown after last

year's show when we were stunned by the

workings in clay, the confidence with which

the medium was handled. The pots this year

are of an almost elementary standard.

Boring forms, crudely worked and

insensitively glazed, which reveal no

understanding or enthusiasm for the

material. It seems that last year's students

were inspired by the work of the visiting

Maori potter, Wi Taepa, whose free

inventiveness and robust approach to clay

was shared in a workshop at the Polytechnic.

Fvery eftort should be made to expose

students to fresh, creative ideas in this way.



Overall the exhibition displayed a good

technical knowledge of drawing, painting

and printmaking with an understanding of

their relative potentials. The painters show

strong confident brushwork and good use of

colour. What is needed is some experimen-

tation and letting go. Myrtle Mallis

Anke Bohne, The Mirror

forthcoming

events and

exhibitions
Following on from the exhibition of work by

prominent young painters Luis Meque,

Richard Witikani and George Churu
Gallery Delta will feature recent sculptures

by Gerry Dixon. On 5 November there will

be an unusual show entitled Explorations

which Will present fragments, writings,

sketches, paintings and other materials by

some prominent artists, giving insight into

their processes. Later in November, Delta

exhibits paintings and off-the-wall work by

Berry Bickle.

The National Gallery in Bulawayo will be

holding a commemorative Celebration

for Stephen Williams on his birthday,

17 November. There will be a limited

retrospective exhibition of his work drawn

from private collections in the Bulawayo

region and activities are planned to reflect the

multi-faceted approach he took to the

promotion of the visual arts. A more

complete retrospective is planned for 1997.

In October a workshop will be run by visiting

British painter Maryclare Foa and work by

George Nene will be shown. November

and December will feature the 10th VAAB
Annual Exhibition.

Sandro's at 17 Duthie Avenue will open in

early October with a one-person show by

Paul Wade. Entitled Balancing Act. the

exhibition will feature among other works a

group of 16 painted cubes which invites the

viewer to make his or her own 'painting" or

"sculpture" by rearranging the cubes in

whatever order or shape appeals. Sixteen

cubes offers a possible 2.8 million million

combinations on just the frontal plane alone!

From 15 to 30 November Pierre Gallery will

be showing an exhibition of sculpture by

Henry Munyaradzi whose work was

selected along with that of 29 other artists for

the International Sculpture Biennale in Paris

this year. Munyaradzi is the only sculptor

from Africa to have been chosen for this

prestigious exhibition. Following this in

December will be installation work by

Tapfuma Gutsa

The National Gallery in Harare will be

showing Furniture and Furnishings from

mid-September to mid-October. The gallery

will then close until the opening of the

annual Heritage Exhibition on a date to be

announced in early November. ^^
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